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Answer Part-A which is compulsory and any four from Part-B. 
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. 

  
Part – A (Answer all the questions) 

Q1  Fill in the blanks : (2 x 10) 
 a) Losses in pipes are found out by……………..equation. Nature of flow in pipes 

govern by ……………number. 
 

 b) ……………..pump is used for dense liquid.  
 c) ……….used to supply fluid at very high pressure.  
 d) ……………is used to control automatic pneumatic system.  
 e) …………is used to provide different motions.  
 f) …………. valves are used for direct feedback control.  
 g) …………….used to prevent fluid contamination.  
 h) ………..law governs hydraulic system.  
 i) In industrial automation……………….system is used.  
 j) Heavy construction equipments used …………..systems.  
    

Q2  Answer the following questions: Short answer type (2 x 10) 
 a) Differentiate between Laminar and Turbulent Flow.  
 b) Name various types of hydraulic fluids.  
 c) Differentiate between Hydrodynamic and Hydrostatic Pumps.  
 d) What is Pneumatic Logic Controls?  
 e) Differentiate between Servo Valves and Proportional Valves.  
 f) What are special purpose valves?  
 g) Why Filter is used in pneumatic circuits?  
 h)  Why Cleanliness Standards are required?  
 i) What is the role of accumulator?  
 j) What are Hydraulic Motor efficiencies?  
    
  Part – B (Answer any four questions)  

Q3 a) Explain properties of Fluids and their comparison. (10) 
 b) Write advantages of Fluid Power. (5) 
    

Q4 a) Explain Basic Laws governing hydraulic fluids. (10) 
 b) Write about different Losses in Valves and Fittings. (5) 
    

Q5 a) Explain basic Elements of an Oil Hydraulic System. (10) 
 b) Write about classification of Positive Displacement Pumps. (5) 
    

Q6 a) Explain basic working principles of different types of pump.  (10) 
 b) Write principles and application, Pump performance. 
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Q7 a) Explain different types of Hydraulic Actuators. (10) 

 b) Write about conditions affecting the selection of Sealing Devices. (5) 
    

Q8 a) Explain different types of Hydraulic Valves. (10) 
 b) Compare of hydro-pneumatic and Pneumatic Systems. (5) 
    

Q9 a) Draw and explain different hydraulic and pneumatic circuits. (10) 
 b) Write different industrial hydraulic and pneumatic systems applications. (5) 
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